The interweaving of tort and trademark law is not new, and it suggests a way to approach trademark infringement on the ever-changing Internet.
A.
AN EVOLVING AREA OF TORT: TRADEMARK LAW BEFORE THE LANHAM ACT
The Founding Fathers recognized the need for patent and copyright protection, authorizing Congress to create protection for these rights in the Constitution. 12 Not so for trademark. feature what today would be considered classic trademark infringement fact patterns: one competitor copied the mark or product that another had established. At the time, the New York Court of Chancery characterized this harm as deception, a common early approach to trademark infringement. 16 Most nineteenth century cases were restricted to "prevent [ing] competitors from dishonestly diverting customers who otherwise would have gone to the senior user of a mark." 17 Similarly, the class of potential infringers was smaller: "[s]pecifically, a trademark owner was entitled to relief only against competitors that dishonestly marked their products and passed them off as those of the mark owner." 18 The scope of trademark protection was narrower than it is today, but well established. 13. Id. Note that although the Constitution does not explicitly delineate trademark as a right that may be protected by Congress, other parts of the Constitution, such as the Commerce Clause, give Congress the power to oversee trademarks. See U.S. CONST Supreme Court disagreed, striking down the law in a set of decisions known as the Trade-Mark Cases.
21
Congress retaliated by passing a second trademark law in 1881, this time based on the Commerce Clause and more limited in scope. 22 Despite Congressional attempts to provide statutory protection for trademarks, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, trademark claims were still litigated as torts. Courts considered trademark claims a form of fraud and unfair competition. 23 Oliver R. Mitchell wrote in the Harvard Law Review in 1896, " [l] ogically speaking, the fact is that Unfair Competition is properly a generic title, of which trade mark is a specific division." 24 The Sixth Circuit echoed this sentiment, holding, " [t] he entire substantive law of trade-marks . . . is a branch of the broader law of unfair competition." 25 As tort law swelled to encompass contributory liability, common law trademark claims expanded to include contributory trademark infringement. In William R. Warner & Co. v. Eli Lilly & Co., the Supreme Court explained contributory trademark infringement as a species of tort, 26 holding that " [o] ne who induces another to commit a fraud and furnishes the means of consummating it is equally guilty and liable for the injury." 27 The Court's language gave rise to a line of cases standing for the proposition that a party who did not directly infringe a trademark could be liable for the direct infringer's actions in certain circumstances. 
B. MODERN TRADEMARK LAW
Although Congress had previously considered tort law sufficient protection for trademark owners and consumers, legislators realized the need for codification of existing law by the mid-1940s. 30 The expansion of the American economy and increased mobility of the average American had largely erased local geographic distinctions. As a result, businesses that once peacefully co-existed became fierce rivals for overlapping territory. Only a strong federal law could place those in all states on an equal playing field.
Congress enacted the Lanham Act in 1946 to codify a federal trademark law, drawing heavily from existing common law. In doing so, legislators imported the tort principles that were already woven into trademark common law. For example, § 1114 of the Lanham Act codified contributory trademark infringement as a cause of action:
15 U.S.C.A. § 1114. Remedies; infringement; innocent infringement by printers and publishers
(1) Any person who shall, without the consent of the registrant-(a) use in commerce any reproduction, counterfeit, copy, or colorable imitation of a registered mark in connection with the sale, offering for sale, distribution, or advertising of any goods or services on or in connection with which such use is likely to cause confusion, or to cause mistake, or to deceive; or (b) reproduce, counterfeit, copy, or colorably imitate a registered mark and apply such reproduction, counterfeit, copy, or colorable imitation to labels, signs, prints, packages, wrappers, receptacles or advertisements intended to be used in commerce upon or in connection with the sale, offering for sale, distribution, or advertising of goods or services on or in connection with which such use is likely to cause confusion, or to cause mistake, or to deceive, shall be liable in a civil action by the registrant for the remedies hereinafter provided. Under subsection (b) hereof, the registrant shall not be entitled to recover profits or damages unless the acts Inwood Labs presented a fairly straightforward contributory trademark infringement case, not unlike Warner. Inwood Laboratories, a pharmaceutical manufacturer, discovered that pharmacists were substituting a generic, identical-looking pill for Inwood's more expensive original, Cyclospasmol.
35
Instead of filing suit against individual pharmacists, Inwood sued the creator of the generic pill for trademark infringement.
36
The Supreme Court held that "liability for trademark infringement can extend beyond those who actually mislabel goods with the mark of another." 37 In so holding, the Court recognized contributory trademark infringement as a cause of action:
As the lower courts correctly discerned . . . . if a manufacturer or distributor intentionally induces another to infringe a trademark, or if it continues to supply its product to one whom it knows or has reason to know is engaging in trademark infringement, the manufacturer or distributor is contributorially responsible for any harm done as a result of the deceit.
38
The Court also created a two-part test for contributory trademark infringement.
39
To meet the standard for contributory trademark infringement, the party must have either (1) In the early days of search engines, websites sold advertising space without regard for the content of the user's search. Most search engines now employ keyword advertising, where the search term that the user enters will "trigger" which advertisements to display. Google's AdWords program is typical of the revenue structure of a search engine. Google auctions space according to an advertiser's bid: the highest bid on a specific search term generally receives the most valuable placement, and lower bids receive less preferential placement.
43
The bid denotes the amount that the advertiser will pay Google each time a user clicks on the advertisement, or "cost- For example, a company that sells widgets might want its advertisement to show up when a person searches "where to buy widgets?" Thus, the company would bid on the phrase "where to buy widgets?" However, there may be many widget companies that might want to purchase those terms. Note that if the advertisement is irrelevant to the search term, even the highest bid might not receive top placement.
44. Id. In the example in the previous footnote, anyone who wants his ad to appear when the phrase "where to buy widgets" appears can bid on that term. The relevant highest bid will be featured at the top of the page, the next-highest bid will be slightly lower, et cetera.
45. Id.
Since creating AdWords, Google has changed two significant policies regarding trademark use. 46 In 2004, Google permitted any interested party to bid on a trademark as a triggering search term, regardless of whether the bidding party owned the trademark in question. 47 For example, the change would have allowed Nordstrom to bid on the term "Neiman Marcus" to trigger advertisements for Nordstrom: when a user searched for "Neiman Marcus," advertisements for Nordstrom, among others, would appear. Such micro-targeting appeals to cost-conscious advertisers since consumers searching for one company are likely to be interested in their competitors. Allowing bids on trademarks increases the number of potential bidders. The higher the number of bidders, the greater the competition for search terms. The resulting higher-priced bids increase Google's revenue. 48 To aid advertisers, Google's program suggests related terms based on an advertiser's initial trigger terms, including trademarks.
49
The second change came in 2009, when Google altered its policy on the permitted content of advertisements, allowing advertisers to use trademarks in the text of their advertisements, again regardless of who owned the trademark.
50
These two changes made it harder for trademark owners to guard the use of their marks. 
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program to readily profit from trademark infringement or piracy. 54 
Rosetta
Stone was one such victim. Rosetta Stone found advertisements on Google promoting counterfeit Rosetta Stone software.
55
The pirates used the Rosetta Stone trademark to lure customers because there was no powerful check restricting trademark use. Google's changes decreased trademark owner control of marks, and increased the instances of trademark infringement in advertisements on Google's search pages.
Keyword advertising is one of several areas of the Internet particularly prone to contributory trademark infringement. Trademark owners have responded to these situations in two ways. In some instances, trademark owners sued the individual actors who infringed their marks.
56
In others, trademark owners sued the search engines and other entities that facilitated the individual infringements.
57
Trademark owners sue individual actors when a discrete group of actors has infringed a trademark, as in Hearts on Fire v. Blue Nile.
58
Hearts on Fire, the trademark owner, sued Blue Nile, a quasi-competitor in the diamond supply business, for bidding on Hearts on Fire's trademark, "hearts on fire," as a trigger for keyword advertising, and for using the mark in the text of keyword advertisements. 59 The company feared that Blue Nile's sale of diamond jewelry to consumers would confuse and mislead consumers to Hearts on Fire's detriment. 60 Because Hearts on Fire only wanted to stop Blue Nile's infringement, the company could-and did-sue Blue Nile directly. Hearts on Fire had no need to sue Google to stop Blue Nile, and doing so would have been an indirect and expensive way to achieve this goal.
Where there are unknown or numerous infringers, trademark owners have sued search engines instead of individual actors. cases illustrates that for these plaintiffs, ferreting out the infringers might have transformed into a high-stakes game of Whac-A-Mole: expending copious resources on multiple cases without an end in sight. Just as the trademark owner had identified and stopped one infringer, another would pop up. Instead, trademark owners focused on the common denominator: the entity facilitating infringement. As with a Hi-Striker carnival game, the outcome depends entirely on a single blow.
Tiffany 62 is one such example of this Hi-Striker strategy. Famed luxury jeweler Tiffany filed suit against eBay, a large online auction site, alleging contributory trademark infringement. 63 eBay both passively allows users to post items and actively promotes categories of these items through paid advertising. 64 Tiffany asserted that permitting sale of secondhand Tiffany items and advertising the availability of these products constituted contributory trademark infringement because eBay knew that some of the products were likely counterfeit. 65 The Second Circuit found for eBay, holding that Tiffany could not control the market for its goods after they had been sold, even if counterfeit items riddled the market. The Inwood Labs test, the court concluded, "explicitly imposes contributory liability on a defendant who 'continues to supply . . . to one who it knows or has reason to know is engaging in trademark infringement.' " 71 The court reasoned that eBay "consistently took steps to improve its technology and develop antifraud measures as such measures became technologically feasible and reasonably available," 72 including creating tools to detect fraudulent postings, promptly removing listings that Tiffany found fraudulent, and allowing Tiffany several hours to preview listings before they went live. 73 Therefore, eBay was only liable for those postings that Tiffany or eBay's internal program explicitly marked as fraudulent. Tiffany's argument that the number of fraudulent postings should trigger liability for every Tiffany-related posting was, the Second Circuit concluded, an overbroad reading of Inwood Labs, and such information did not create constructive knowledge on the part of eBay.
74
The interplay between the three actors in this environment-the trademark owner, the immediate infringer, and the facilitator-was present when Rosetta Stone filed a complaint against Google in 2010.
III.
IT'S ALL GREEK TO ME: MISUNDERSTANDING A NEW TECHNOLOGY CONFOUNDED THE DISTRICT COURT
IN ROSETTA STONE
Rosetta Stone creates the most popular language-learning software on the market, offering multiple levels of over thirty different language programs.
75
Rosetta Stone dominates its competition both in sales and in recognition. According to one consumer survey, seventy-four percent of consumers recognized Rosetta Stone, while twenty-three percent recognized its closest competitor. 76 As a product that must be purchased to be experienced, Rosetta Stone relies on the strength of its brand and quality of its product to move sales. Rosetta Stone has advertised with Google since 2002. its products are both relatively expensive and cost-efficient to duplicate, Rosetta Stone has become a popular target for software pirates.
78
The pirates and copy-makers also advertise their illicit copies with Google.
79
As a result of these advertisements, consumers confuse shoddy, counterfeit products with the genuine product, and sometimes purchase the counterfeit item based on this confusion. 
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THE DISTRICT COURT DECISION
The district court considered trademark doctrine, precedent, and realworld analogy-traditional and accepted ways of judicial reasoning in trademark cases. But it failed to grasp the essence of the dispute. The district court compared Google's trademark infringement mitigation methods with eBay's mitigation methods in Tiffany and found them sufficiently similar. 88 Yet, at summary judgment, it was inappropriate for the court to make such a finding of fact. The court also misapplied the doctrine of functionality, belying its misunderstanding of the purpose of the doctrine.
89
The district court's most problematic pronouncements, however, stemmed from misunderstanding keyword advertising.
The district court compared Google's activity to that of billboard owners in Times Square.
90
In doing so, the court illustrated its fundamental inability to grasp the nature of the dispute between Google and Rosetta Stone. The court concluded, Given Times Square's high pedestrian and vehicular traffic, billboards located there offer advertisers great visibility, just as Google's popular search engine offers third party advertisers a great opportunity to display their advertisements for goods and services. Aside from their location and size, advertisement by billboards also allows creative 'customizing' through extensions and embellishments, a feature similar to a third party advertiser's ability to create the content of their Sponsored Link on Google's website. 91 This analogy misses the mark. Advertisers purchase billboards based on the local population demographics, in addition to the physical location of the billboard.
92
This is similarly true for the advertisements that appear on Google's search pages. In both media, advertisers will likely reach more people than are interested in the product. It is not against the law for Lowe's to post billboards directly next to a Home Depot store, or for Lowe's to post billboards directly next to all Home Depot billboards. However, Lowe's, in this example, would not be basing its decisions on where the Home Depot trademark appeared, but instead on where Home Depot had visibly 88 expended its resources, either in advertising or in a store location. Lowe's would be using the actions of Home Depot to inform its decisions, not incorporating Home Depot's trademark as a means of implementing its decisions. In contrast, a trademark keyword triggers an advertisement on Google AdWords: not only does the advertiser not need to pay until the advertising succeeds, but the advertisement only appears because an internet user's search query included the trademark. The underlying cause is different.
The court also held that the content of the billboard is within the purview of the advertiser, equating it to the content of the advertisement's text, which misleads.
93
Rosetta Stone did not contend that advertisements on Google should not have text or be customized, but that the text should not infringe on its trademark. The same argument against trademark infringement could be made against billboards, and, in fact, has been madethough not successfully. 94 Further, there is very limited space in Times Square to display advertisements. The Internet essentially contains unlimited space. Thus, the analogy of a billboard in Times Square is inaccurate and inappropriately describes the disagreement between Google and Rosetta Stone.
B. THE FOURTH CIRCUIT OPINION
The Fourth Circuit partially affirmed the district court's findings. It upheld the district court's opinion as to the dismissal of Rosetta Stone's claims of vicarious infringement and unjust enrichment, but vacated and remanded the opinion as to the dismissal of direct infringement, contributory infringement, and dilution. 95 The Fourth Circuit held that the district court's reliance on Tiffany was inappropriate at this juncture. 96 However, it did not fault the district court for embarking on that analysis.
The Fourth Circuit's decision does not foreclose the possibility that Google's current AdWords policy constitutes trademark infringement. Although this case has settled, at least one author has argued that Google will likely continue to face similar lawsuits from other companies until it changes its trademark policy or receives a significant legal victory. 97 The Fourth Circuit's willingness to entertain these claims puts Google in an unenviable 93 Additionally, the Fourth Circuit's decision did not fault the district court's reasoning but, rather, the incorrect standard that it applied.
Although recent contributory infringement cases do not offer precedent that is factually identical, they offer a framework for evaluating these cases. That framework is the least cost avoider.
IV. TRANSLATING THE CODE: HOW THE LEAST COST AVOIDER BRIDGES THE GAP FROM PROBLEM TO SOLUTION
As shown in Part III, supra, the district court struggled to apply precedent, illustrating the difficulty courts face when technology evolves ahead of the machinery of the law. Instead of trying to determine which realworld scenario fit closest, the court ought to have hewed to an older principle:
[when] it is not clear how the doctrine applies to people who do not actually manufacture or distribute the good that is ultimately palmed off as made by someone else [,] . . . we have treated trademark infringement as a species of tort and have turned to the common law to guide our inquiry into the appropriate boundaries of liability.
101
If trademark is already treated as a tort, courts should apply the least cost avoider principle to solve the identified problem.
98. Eric Goldman posits that additional cases are likely to be filed in the wake of Rosetta Stone but that they are unlikely to succeed because they have less merit. See id.
99 In seeking to determine the appropriate remedy for the harm, tort law considers both policy and economic effects. Google and Rosetta Stone marshaled important policy arguments, so an additional factor needs to be considered. Contributory infringement is, as demonstrated in Part I, the statutory equivalent of contributory liability. Courts have long analyzed contributory liability by applying the least cost avoider equation to determine who should bear the cost. The least cost avoider theory has been applied in similar cases, and is well-suited to address this question. In Rosetta Stone, Google can avoid this harm most cheaply, and therefore should pay the cost of doing so.
A. THE COMPETING POLICY GOALS OF GOOGLE AND ROSETTA STONE
Google and its amici marshal four policy arguments why Google's keyword advertising policies do not infringe trademarks. First, they assert that the advertisements fund search engines, which aid the public in navigating the Internet, and therefore the value of having a search engine should outweigh the cost of the infringement. 102 Second, they contend that the First Amendment protects their business practices, which promote disseminating information to consumers. 103 Third, they represent that keyword advertising fosters competition between trademark owners.
104
While a "small minority" of consumers may "lack . . . sophistication," their confusion should not outweigh "the value that society obtains from comparative advertising, and the truthful expression of keyword advertisers who buy access to Internet users who have evinced interest in learning more about 'Rosetta Stone.' " 105 Fourth, they maintain that Rosetta Stone-as the trademark owner-must police its marks: Google is not responsible for the infringing activities of its users. 821 and that Google is in fact the only actor that can substantially keep infringement from occurring. 109 Some object that if the court does not make Google change, it will continue to infringe.
110
Others argue that the benefits of keyword advertising do not outweigh the damage done to trademark owners.
111
Trademark law evolved-in part-to lift the burden on the consumer. If the infringement confuses or troubles consumers, then this aim is not met.
When public policy goals point to one outcome, it is tempting to make a determination of wrongdoing based on those principles alone. However, the dueling goals in this case do not lend themselves to reconciliation. Here, the twin aims of trademark law seem to reach different conclusions: protecting consumers appears to lead to a judgment in favor of Rosetta Stone, and promoting competition may lead to a judgment favoring Google.
B. WHY THE LEAST COST AVOIDER EQUATION SHOULD BE APPLIED
There are many ways to attribute fault or cost in a tort case. However, not all fit every situation. This case has three actors: the injured, the injurer, and the facilitator or third party. The injured party can take steps to prevent the harm. Here, it can litigate. The injurer can take steps to prevent the harm as well, by simply not engaging in harmful activities. But where the injurers are numerous and likely judgment proof, and deterring one injurer does little to deter another, the facilitator becomes the next most plausible defendant. The injurers could not complete their activities without the help of the facilitator. As between the injured party and the facilitator, therefore, the facilitator can best avoid infringement.
When both parties can avoid the harm, courts turn to the theory of the least cost avoider and "place the burden of covering the costs of the accident on the individual who can avoid the accident at the lowest cost, no matter whether it is the injurer, the victim, or a third party." 
113
He argued that in cases where both parties can prevent an accident, the party that could have prevented the accident most cheaply should be found to be the party at fault.
114
This future-focused approach encourages actors to avoid accidents as best they can, thereby hopefully resulting in fewer accidents.
115
Although online contributory trademark infringement differs from real-world accidents, in both situations, both injured and injurer can prevent the harm from taking place.
Such an approach in trademark infringement is not new, particularly in the realm of new technology: the Second Circuit followed it in Tiffany.
116
After a lengthy bench trial, 117 the Second Circuit evaluated the multiple programs, systems, and policies that eBay had created to help intellectual property rights owners protect their brands, products, and trademarks.
118
For buyers, eBay created buyer protection programs, where eBay would reimburse customers who purchased counterfeit goods.
119
For brand owners, eBay created a notice-and-takedown system called the "Verified Rights Owner" program that permits rights owners to report potentially infringing listings to eBay, who would then review and delete the listings. 120 eBay also allowed rights owners to create "About Me" pages to communicate directly with eBay users, and to review and flag advertisements for infringement by delaying buyers' ability to view certain brand listings for six to twelve hours and restricting other types of actions.
121
Internally, eBay established a "Trust and Safety" department of 4,000 employees to monitor a "fraud engine" that identifies illegal listings and uses filters not only to find more subtle [I]n particular contexts . . . this suggests putting costs on the party or activity which can most cheaply avoid them . . . that in the absence of certainty as to who that party or activity is, the costs should be put on the party or activity which can with the lowest transaction costs act in the market to correct an error in entitlements by inducing the party who can avoid social costs most cheaply to do so . . . .
Id.
115 
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advertisements but also Tiffany-specific filters; attached special warning messages when seller attempted to list a Tiffany item and flagged such the listings for review if ultimately posted; and suspended sellers who were suspected of engaging in infringing conduct.
122
Although eBay technically controls its website, it did not have perfect control of user-generated content. However, it had tools to identify fraudulent products. Despite the extent of effort that eBay had put into keeping the site free from fraudulent products, Tiffany claimed that it would be impossible for eBay to know if it sold counterfeit items unless it ceased to feature Tiffany products altogether. The district court decided that Tiffany did not have the right to control the entire secondhand market for its products, regardless of the amount of counterfeit items on the market.
123
Because eBay appeared to have done all that it could to identify fraudulent postings-short of ceasing sale of all Tiffany merchandise on its website-the district court found that eBay did not fulfill the "knows or has reason to know" prong of the Inwood Labs test. Thus, eBay was not liable for contributory trademark infringement.
124
Despite the substantial amount of energy and resources that eBay expended, eBay remained the least cost avoider in creating backend technology to prevent the infringement in the future. As expensive as it was for eBay, if Tiffany were to dedicate a department to search for infringing listings, purchase all goods that purported to be Tiffany products, or create computer software that would search for infringing listings, the cost would be astronomical. Without help from eBay, Tiffany can do little more than identify the offending listings: it cannot block consumers from seeing such listings, block users from uploading these listings, or identify the listings before they go online. Placing Tiffany as the bearer of the technology burden would waste effort and resources. However, Tiffany remains the best evaluator of counterfeit items. eBay does not have sufficient expertise in Tiffany goods, nor any other branded goods, to correctly identify products that are counterfeit or genuine. The cost for eBay of retaining an expert on each brand that might be listed for sale on eBay's website would be equally disproportionate to the harms that Rosetta Stone suffered. Therefore, the Court split the burden between the two-each company shouldering the burden it was best able to bear. use of its trademark. The injurers are numerous and uneconomical to track down. The third party exercises some control over the website, but leaves much to the user. As in Tiffany, there are two choices. Either Google can change its trademark policies in its advertising program, or Rosetta Stone can dedicate a squad of employees to track down infringing advertisements and outbid all other advertisers for all of its trademarks.
C.
ROSETTA STONE V. GOOGLE: A LEAST COST AVOIDER ANALYSIS
Like eBay, Google has at least a nominal amount of power in this situation, and is best suited to solve this problem. First, Google has the capability to fix this issue as the sole owner and manager of its AdWords program. Second, Google has fixed similar problems before: Google made changes to its copyright policy and has been unofficially evolving its trademark policy. Third, Google is the least cost avoider: Rosetta Stone is far less equipped to patrol and fix these issues. There are several strategies within Google's control that could mitigate trademark infringement. The least cost avoider analysis leads to an unambiguous conclusion: Google can fix this problem, has fixed this problem, and should fix this problem.
Google Can Fix This Problem
As the creator, owner, and manager of the AdWords program, Google has sole control over the advertisements that are placed. Google screens these advertisements using a computer program and in some instances a person.
125
The entire process takes place in-house once an advertiser has submitted an ad. Google can remove the advertisements at any time. 126 Google's policies delineate specific guidelines with which advertisers must conform.
127
ROSETTA STONE V. GOOGLE 825 otherwise engage with Google regarding any infringing advertisements occurs after an advertisement has been placed online. For Rosetta Stone to conform with Google's assertion of proper mark policing, it would need to dedicate significant resources to constantly searching for infringing advertisements. After identifying the advertisements, Rosetta Stone would then need to notify Google. Even then, its comments would only receive as much attention as Google wanted to give.
Google Has Fixed This Problem
Google has fixed this problem before. Until August 2012, Google's search algorithm completely ignored the legal nature of a website's media content: whether it was properly licensed, owned, or if it infringed the owner's copyright. 129 As a result of pressure from the entertainment industry, Google announced that it would begin to factor into its search engine algorithm legitimate takedown notices filed by copyright owners. 130 Further, Google refuses to advertise certain products entirely, such as tobacco, and has successfully avoided having those advertisements appear. 131 Google has begun to change the way that it triggers and displays advertisements. Rosetta Stone's complaint specifically described not only the display of the advertisements but also described Google's policy and how it was enforced. 132 However, the complaint no longer accurately reflects the current state of the AdWords system. There are, today, far fewer-if anyadvertisements when a person searches for a trademarked term. 133 Google claims that it has not changed its trademark policy but only reorganized it for a more comprehensive understanding. 134 This assertion is at odds with the reality of search results. The change in the number of advertisements displayed when a trademark is searched extends to arbitrary trademarks such as Lululemon and bumble and bumble, to some suggestive marks such as Citibank and Mustang, 135 and to descriptive marks including Books, Inc. and Radio Shack.
136
The timing of the Fourth Circuit's remand in April 2012 and the settlement between Rosetta Stone and Google in November 2012 appears relevant. Although the terms of the settlement remain secret, the timing suggests that the settlement motivated changes to Google's AdWords policies. Google's specific changes imply that it has undertaken an internal least cost avoider analysis and decided that it would be better to make changes internally, following eBay's example, than to continue to have to litigate.
Google Should Fix This Problem
As explained in Section IV.B, supra, the least cost avoider is the appropriate analysis for this case and for others like it. Google and eBay provide valuable commodities. Because much of their content consists of user-generated material, they do not have perfect control over what users post. To hold these innovative companies strictly liable for the harms caused by their users' actions would unfairly penalize them and deter them from doing business. This result is undesirable. Courts should encourage innovative companies-such as Google-to act responsibly towards trademarks, without overly discouraging their business models. The least cost avoider theory evaluates how both parties might prevent the same harm from taking place. Because, in this case, Google is best positioned to avoid trademark infringement in keyword advertising in the cheapest manner, Google should bear the responsibility to fix this problem. There are several ways that Google might do so.
Google could reverse the changes that it made to its AdWords policy in 2004 and 2009. The 2004 policy permitted non-trademark owners to purchase trademarked terms as triggers.
137
The 2009 policy permitted nontrademark owners to use trademarked terms in the text of their advertisements.
138
Reversing the 2004 policy would be more effective for two reasons. First, it would remove any advertisements from being displayed when a trademarked term was searched. This would solve Rosetta Stone's concern over "efforts by certain companies to free ride on Rosetta Stone's 135. This does apply to all suggestive marks. For instance, "playboy" returned one other advertisement that did not seem to be owned by Playboy Enterprises.
136. This author documented this change as early as September 2012, by conducting these and other searches on Google. These results reflect the author's personal experimentation.
137 Second, if a consumer were savvy enough to type in the specific trademarked term, then only Rosetta Stone advertisements would appear. Less sophisticated consumers would need to surf through the advertisements. This would permit comparative advertising and other legal uses of trademarks while recognizing Rosetta Stone's trademark ownership. Trademark owners would not held hostage by Google and forced to bid on their own marks. The decline in revenue in advertising sales might be costly in the short term, but it stands to reason that the advertisers who previously bought trademarked terms as triggers will remain interested in advertising through AdWords.
140
Advertisers would simply be bidding on different terms. Google could also set a threshold price for trademark owners, using criteria such as similar triggers, their other advertisements, or the likelihood that the search would occur. Then trademark owners that wanted to purchase their own trademarks as triggers would do so at a fair value for Google, and trademark owners that did not want to purchase advertising would not feel forced to do so.
Reversing the 2009 policy without including some review goes too far in the opposite direction. The policy illustrates that Google was already careful about trademark use in text. As the Fourth Circuit explained, In 2009, Google changed its policy to permit the limited use of trademarks in advertising text in four situations: (1) the sponsor is a reseller of a genuine trademarked product; (2) the sponsor makes or sells component parts for a trademarked product; (3) the sponsor offers compatible parts or goods for use with the trademarked product; or (4) the sponsor provides information about or reviews a trademarked product. Google's policy shift came after it developed the technology to automatically check the linked websites to determine if the sponsor's use of the trademark in the ad text was legitimate. 141 Rejecting any advertisement that uses any trademarked term would grant trademark owners far more control than the law currently allows. Fair use permits the use of trademarked terms in advertisements of non-trademark 139. First Amended Complaint, supra note 54, ¶ ¶ 2, 5. 140. Internet advertising strategies focus on the number of impressions (the number of times the ad is shown on a page). The higher the number of impressions, the more likely the consumer will remember the product. Bidding on one's own mark increases consumer exposure to the mark through both organic and paid search results, and therefore provides an extra boost to brand recognition.
141. Rosetta Stone II, 676 F.3d at 151-52.
averaged well over ten billion dollars per quarter this year-certainly can afford to do so. 144 This Note suggests that the least cost avoider is the appropriate analysis for contributory trademark infringement in evolving technologies. This Note's conclusions should not be extended to mean that Google should always be found liable in contributory trademark infringement cases. Instead, courts should apply the least cost avoider analysis to the individual facts of each case. Practically speaking, in keyword advertising cases regarding contributory trademark infringement, Google may be the least cost avoider in terms of creating the backend technology to identify trademark use in AdWords. However, the rapid rate of change in Internet use, experience, and technology may cause the next wave of advertising technology to require trademark owners to change their way of doing business. Looking to case law about previous trademark law decisions on the Internet has resulted in a body of law that is complex and unwieldy. The least cost avoider analysis provides the best solution. 
